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 Retired Police Sergeant Bob Paterson works closely 
 with The McLennan Group Insurance Inc. to develop 
 and share practical safety tips for Canadians 50-plus.

“ Don’t gamble with your safety. The stakes are too high.”

These safety tips are for informational purposes only. Following them may decrease, but will not eliminate, risk of loss. Neither The McLennan 
Group Insurance Inc. or The McLennan Group Life Insurance Inc. shall be liable for any loss or damage arising out of any use of these tips.

PERSONAL SAFETY

Home Alone
Planning a get-away and leaving young adults home alone 
requires awareness and careful planning on the part of 
parents and grandparents.

Social media trends have turned this traditional rite of passage into 
a risky situation even for the most responsible of young adults. The 
problem typically arises when your older children plan a “small” 
gathering of close friends in your absence.

The Departure:

You pull away from your home with some trepidation but this is a 
critical step in your child’s development and you’ve prepared well. 
You take some measure of comfort knowing that your child has been 
left with clear instructions, safety tips, appropriate phone numbers, 
and enough food for a small army. Plus, their BFF is coming over to 
keep them company. What could go wrong? Well, I’m here to tell you 
that plenty can go wrong. It’s not like the old days when as young 
people, we also partied a little hard at a friend’s home enjoying a 
new found freedom from parental supervision. 

The New Communication Style:

Email, texting, Facebook status updates, tweets and GPS mapping 
allows entire student populations to share the excitement as 
your departure date draws near. The truly frightening part of this 
unwanted distribution of information is that your child’s “Home 
Alone” situation is now spread far beyond your community and 
established social circles. Complete strangers, with a wide variety of 
motivations, can now be looking forward to your departure date as 
much as you are. Your home can be of particular interest to uninvited 
guests if you have valuables that can be easily carried or driven 
away; a well-stocked liquor cabinet, electronics, jewellery, coins, 
guns, computers, photographic equipment, musical instruments, etc.  
Social media now means that details concerning your property are 
distributed easily, along with your travel plans.

The Result:

The flow of uninvited visitors into your home normally starts off 
gradually. That is unless the young adult who’s been left in charge 
of the home is loosened up by alcohol or drugs. Then the doors 
might remain wide open as people flow freely in and out. Bedrooms 
are quickly explored (for a variety of reasons); backyard pools and 
hot tubs are a real attraction. In many cases, valuables are being 
carried out the front door as new arrivals make their way inside, get 
a fresh drink and start exploring the home. The “mob” mentality 
takes over quickly as individuals realizes there is little-to-no chance 
of being held responsible for missing property, damaged drywall, 
smashed or plugged plumbing fixtures, destroyed furniture, etc.  
And now that the doors and gates are wide open, does anyone know 
where the dog or cat is? The risk to your family members and your 
property is legitimate when the person left in charge loses control 
or is reluctant to call for help.



For more safety tips, and for full 
information on Sergeant Bob and  
the helpful services he provides  
for Canadians 50-plus, visit:

www.seniorsafetytips.ca

These safety tips are for informational purposes only. Following them may decrease, but will not eliminate, risk of loss. Neither The McLennan 
Group Insurance Inc. or The McLennan Group Life Insurance Inc. shall be liable for any loss or damage arising out of any use of these tips.

PERSONAL SAFETY: Home Alone

The Police:

Any seasoned police patrol officer can recall approaching the door of 
an overflowing home and trying to identify / speak with the young 
adult who is actually in charge, establish exactly what is going on, 
and find out where the parents are.

In these situations police often get one of three receptions:

1. They’re refused entrance by the young person in charge because
of fear and knowledge of the mess the young person now finds 
themselves in. 

2. The young person in charge is thrilled to see the police and
desperately wants help. 

3. The legitimate person in charge cannot be located and police are
told by several occupants that they are in the ones in charge. These 
discussions typically take place with dozens of intoxicated partiers 
and usually with the music blaring. 

In reality, police who have been refused entrance by a home owner or 
the person left in charge of a home can be without the legal authority 
to enter the residence. In the absence an obvious crime in progress 
or clear threat to personal safety, a police officer can be pressed to 
explain why they entered the residence after being refused entrance. 
Make no mistake, if police see an urgent and legitimate need to enter 
the residence they are justified to do so. But these conditions are not 
always clear, especially from outside the home. 

One concern for police will be impaired driving, traffic safety and 
parking offences so they may have a profound impact on the party 
from the street where their authority is perfectly clear.

What To Do Before You Leave?

• Set the boundaries with your young person and make the  
 rules clear.

• TRY to discourage social media chit-chat concerning your  
 absence from the home.

• Despite any protests from your young person, give a trusted adult 
 neighbour / friend the written authorization to enter the home and 
 act on your behalf. They can now assist police. 

• Follow the neighbourhood watch philosophy that encourages 
 people in your area to act early if parked cars, visitors, noise, etc. 
 are obvious. Acting early is the key in this awkward situation.

• Make your young person aware of the dangers and how control 
 can be quickly lost.

• Let your young person know that if trouble starts, they must act 
 early. Empower them to get help quickly. Let them know that even 
 if they have been drinking etc. they must still reach out for help. 

• Get a house sitter / trusted relative to help out. This is going to be 
 a tough sell, but if there is a history of home alone problems, 
 there are few safe alternatives.   

• In some communities, police can be made aware before you 
 leave. You may be able to give local police authorization to enter 
 the residence in your absence. Police are reluctant to “baby sit” 
 but they may be willing to make a computer notation of your 
 address so patrol officers are aware.

Summary:

• When leaving your older child home alone, take the steps slowly, 
 allowing your children to adapt gradually to new freedoms and 
 responsibilities. 

• Understand that your young person is most likely responsible and 
 trustworthy; the home alone threat occurs when control is 
 wrestled away from them. 

• Note that a reserved or less socially active young person can be 
 more vulnerable, as they may not recognize the early signs of a 
 “small” gathering spinning out of control. 

• Parents, grandparents and trusted friends can help look after your 
 older children and your property, but it will require some planning. 


